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ENGL 1A, Summer 2019: Essay #1, “What’s In a Name?” 
 “It is through our names that we first place ourselves in the world. Our names, 

being the gift of others, must be made our own.” Ralph Ellison 
 

Overview: “Sometimes we try to live up to our names. Sometimes we try to run away 
from them. But either way — and for all the options in between — your name is a crucial 
factor in developing your sense of self, and thus helps propel you forward on various 
paths of life and career.” --“How Our Names Shape Our Identity” by Michael Hedrick 
 
Essay #1 Purpose: To compose a college level essay that explores your name and the role 
it has played/plays in the creation of your identity, your sense of self. There is no right 
way or one way to explore this topic. Make your essay, your essay. 
 
You may want to consider the following questions when thinking about a direction for your essay:  

• How did you get your name? What, if anything, about your family history does it reflect? Did your parents 
want your name to be part of an ethnic or religious tradition? What names did they reject? Why? 

• If you could choose your own name/create a pseudonym, what would it be and why? 
• What role, if any, does your online name/persona play in the creation of your identity? 
• How does your name influence your life’s choices? [career, behavior, legacy, personality, gender dynamics, 

socio-economic status, etc.] 
• What labels or assumptions have been placed on you based solely on your name? How do you respond 

to such labels and/or assumptions? 
• Using various forms of figurative language [simile, metaphor, personification], how can you creatively 

define/express your name? 
 

Deadlines: dates for the prewriting charts, rough draft [**missing peer review workshop will result in a 10% 
reduction of your final draft grade], and final draft are listed on the course schedule. 

Required Format: Essays must be typed, at least 3 full pages in length, and follow strict MLA guidelines for formatting 
the paper: double-spaced, 1” margins on the top, bottom, and sides, and 12 point, Times New Roman font.   
 
Structure and Content Checklist: 
_____ includes a catchy title that hooks the reader’s interest 
_____ includes an engaging introduction that successfully guides the reader to the thesis 
_____ includes a clear, concise thesis statement that clearly address the prompt 
_____ each body paragraph includes a clear topic sentence that supports the thesis; one topic/idea per paragraph 
_____ includes relevant personal evidence to support the paragraph’s main idea 
_____ includes honest reflection [sharing of thoughts and feelings on a deeper, personal level] about chosen evidence 
_____ no outside research, evidence is based solely on your personal history  
_____ reflects organization of thoughts with the reader, an academic audience of your peers, in mind  
_____ essay contains a consistent voice that reflects the thesis statement 
_____ includes a strong, forceful conclusion that leaves the reader with something to think about  
_____ essay reflects a mature & effective style [sentence pattern variety, college-level diction, use of transitions, etc.] 
_____ development of ideas to 6+ paragraphs  
_____ follows the conventions of written English [i.e., free of repetitive grammatical errors] 
_____ written in first person [no 2nd person references—you, your, us, etc.] 
_____ mandatory conference with me OR with a tutor in the Success Center OR attendance at an SI session 

 
Final Thoughts: Believe in yourself and do not procrastinate. Use your journals, class notes, 
active reading, etc. to find a direction for your essay that YOU want to explore. My advice 
hours are MTWTH from 7-7:45am or by appointment. Please come and see me, attend an SI 
session, or meet with a tutor to talk about the writing process and/or receive feedback on your 
writing.  This essay is worth 15% of your semester grade, so give it your best effort. 


